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How to access an Outlook PST file in Lotus Notes is a prominent question that every Outlook user
asks when he wish to change his email application from Outlook to Notes in order to carry database
stored in PST file to make it readable in Notes NSF format. Conversion of database to NSF from
PST is a risky task if performed manually or without any prior preparation.

Why Manual Method is not preferable:

Suppose in an organization, the high authorities decided to change email application of all
employees from Outlook to Lotus Notes due to the advancement offered by Notes application. Now
the main problem that comes in way as a hurdle is the answer of query as how to access an
Outlook PST file in Lotus Notes (http://www.convertpsttonsf.co.uk/converting-pst-mailbox-to-lotus-
notes.html) as both the email clients have different format of file. If the enterprise tries to execute
PST to NSF conversion with technical knowledge, then there are chances that you might not get
expected and perfect results. This is because opting for manual method of conversion can harm
integrity of database and does not provide complete conversion process. Moreover, a little mistake
from your side can lead to data loss situation and consequently, there will be no hope of accessing
database which can result in huge productivity loss of organization. In addition to this, lot of time will
be wasted in executing conversion of so many emails, contacts, calendars etc from PST to NSF.

Best Way of conversion- Use of External Tool:

Commercial tools for conversion of Outlook to Lotus Notes are generally high in demand and are
recommended the most as they provide assuredly of complete database conversion without hurting
database integrity. These tools have extremely easy interface that makes the conversion process an
easy experience even for novice or non technical users. Their guarantee to provide 99.9%
satisfactory results is the most luring part about them and at a reasonable price tag. Their ability is
to answer users query as how to access an Outlook PST file Lotus Notes is appreciating. One such
extraordinary tool available in online market is Outlook to Notes software that is being appreciated
by various individual and business users for its perfect technique to execute PST to NSF
conversion. This software has all powerful qualities that are required for perfect conversion of PST
files to NSF and in addition to it, the conversion process takes place swiftly within minimum
utilization of time.

Read more: http://www.transfer-database.outlooktolotusnotes.com/
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which is an applauded creation by the  company.
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